
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a senior brand manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior brand manager

Ensure Brand Team Members contribute to the development of the Brand
strategy through the Brand Planning process in line with strategy defined by
Global Brand Team, and ensure adequate involvement of multiple functions
as relevant for the Brand objectives
Manage brand media agency’s workload, ensuring accountability, sticking to
workback schedules, managing work flow, and assisting the Media Director
with feedback
Lead the planning and execution of select campaigns that support events,
product and partnerships
Function as a double check on organizational documents – budgets,
flowcharts
Work with the acquisition team on tactical strategy
Oversee manager role on planning and maintaining local level brand plans for
key markets
Identify and champion innovative brand media opportunities
Work closely with Analytics to track Brand goals across channels and the
funnel
Monitor media landscape and keep team updated on current trends
Classic brand management responsibilities will also include strategic
planning, managing agency relationships, evaluating creative and brand plans
and owning business analysis as part of P&L management

Example of Senior Brand Manager Job Description
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Self-motivated and able to execute with limited oversight
Able to act as a diplomatic change agent in a highly fluid and ever-changing
environment
Able to lead and deliver results- by setting clear priorities and focus on
outcomes and impact rather than inputs
Proven experience building and maintaining positive relationships with key
stakeholders excellent problem-solving skills and decision-making judgment
30% to 40% (mainly between Singapore and Malaysia, occasional ASEAN
trips)
Min Bachelor degree with at least 8 years of Marketing experience especially
in managing category


